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Designed for intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR) and 

maritime counter-unmanned aircraft system (C-UAS) operations, the rugged 

CM262M multi-mission imaging system combines four market-leading sensor 

configurations. The CM262M features high-definition (HD) electro-optical 

(EO), HD mid-wave infrared (MWIR), short-wave infrared (SWIR), and a 

9.9-mile (16km) laser range finder capability in a compact, portable system. 

The CM262M is ruggedized to an IP68 protection standard for improved 

performance in harsh weather, including the high heat and humid conditions 

of maritime environments. Utilizing innovative video processor technology, 

the CM262M delivers accurate imagery and enhanced capabilities on-the-

move. 

For more information, contact:

imaging@caci.com
(406) 333-5010

For more information about our 
expertise and technology, visit:

www.caci.com

CM262M
Marinized Surveillance System

Four-sensor gyro-stabilized  
maritime surveillance system
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CACI’s approximately 22,000 talented employees are vigilant 
in providing the unique exper� se and dis� nc� ve technology 
that address our customers’ greatest enterprise and mission 
challenges. Our culture of good character, innova� on, and 
excellence drives our success and earns us recogni� on as 
a Fortune World's Most Admired Company. As a member 
of the Fortune 1000 Largest Companies, the Russell 1000 
Index, and the S&P MidCap 400 Index, we consistently 
deliver strong shareholder value. Visit us at www.caci.com.
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Features
 ■ HD EO sensor capability

 ■ HD MWIR sensor capability 

 ■ SWIR sensor capability 

 ■ Laser range finder

 ■ IP68 protection rating

Benefits
 ■ Optimized for on-the-move missions, 

the CM262M offers enhanced 
stabilization technology that reduces 
platform movements and improves 
video experience

 ■ Adaptable to various missions such 
as perimeter surveillance, on-the-
move ISR, and maritime border 
protection
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The CM262M is a ruggedized four-sensor maritime imaging system, 
developed with an IP68 protection rating – ensuring components and 
functions are safe from the high heat and humid conditions experienced at 
sea or in maritime environments. The CM262M combines HD EO, HD MWIR, 
SWIR, and a laser range finder to help operators make informed decisions 
when responding to threats, day or night. 

Incorporating pioneering video processing technology, the CM262M offers 
on-board multi-sensor streaming, encoding, recording, object tracking, 
e-stabilization, roll stabilization, scene steering and GEO-Lock, all in a compact 
35lb (16kg) package for improved portability. 
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